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Fast, Cost-Effective Industrial Buildings for Hire or Sale

� Leasing off-site space might look attractive but could
impact traceability of stock, customer lead times and
transport costs. 

� Building a more traditional structure will keep
everything under one roof, but could cause lengthy
delays and be a major cost commitment. 

� Alternatively, you can hire or purchase an Aganto
building and have additional on-site space within days
– for as long as you need it and with minimal
investment, disruption or risk. 

If you need more space THE RIGHT DECISION
is critical to ensure uninterrupted and ongoing
business success… 

Compared to off-site hiring or investing
in more traditional buildings this solution
wins hands down in terms of cost, speed,
simplicity and functionality. As a
company we are complete converts to
these buildings and wouldn’t recommend
using any other provider than Aganto.
John Burgoyne, Senior Group Building Surveyor,
Travis Perkins 

TEMPORARY BUILDING SPECIALISTS

Far more durable than the word ‘temporary’ suggests,
these buildings can expand operational capacity in
days and remain in place for years, decades even,
meeting the required British Standards for structural
safety (BS6399).

There are many benefits that help customers achieve
dramatic up-front cost savings and ongoing 
commercial gain:

� Buildings are transported to site and installed in days.

� No costly and time consuming ground-works. 

� Use short term or instead of a permanent building.

� Minimal investment, commitment or risk. 

� Hire when, where and for how long you need.

� Easily extend, modify, relocate or dismantle. 

How will YOUR BUSINESS BENEFIT
if you choose an Aganto building? 

The option to choose
a temporary
warehouse over a
permanent build
made the transition
to on-site
warehousing quick
and with reduced
costs. The cost
savings we achieved
were also almost
immediate and have
allowed us to invest
in other areas of our
business.
Pat Atkinson, 
Project Manager, 
Constar International 

 For more information or to learn about our FREE SITE SURVEYS call 01635 202 979 or visit www.aganto.co.uk2 3
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With the fragile economy long-term predictions and
financial commitments are becoming too risky for
many. Choosing a temporary building however is
perfectly in keeping with current low-risk strategies. 
� Depending on your business needs a wide range of

sizes and specifications are available. 5m to 30m
spans, unlimited length, 4m to 6m eave height and
varying levels of insulation from open canopies to
chilled storage units. 

� Aganto buildings will complement most environmental
strategies. The frame is engineered from aluminium
which can be recycled indefinitely and the insulated
wall cladding is 100% recycled and recyclable. 

When you choose Aganto your project will be handled
by one of our 3 founding Owner-Directors or specialist
Account Managers who, between them, have over 60
years industry experience.

It is this enviable expertise and top-level interaction that
will give you the right building to support uninterrupted
and ongoing success for your business.

� The Aganto team is made up of temporary building
specialists who have been hand-picked from within
the industry.

� Our Site Managers have decades of industry
experience gained from installing buildings around
the world and are unrivalled in their expertise and
safety standards.

Is a temporary building the 
RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR BUSINESS? 

How will YOUR BUSINESS BENEFIT
if you choose Aganto? 

From the word go
we were extremely
impressed and 
reassured by
Aganto’s level of
expertise and
knowledge combined
with the fact that
nothing was ever too
much trouble.
George Smith, 
Project Manager, 
Eddie Stobart Group

The temporary fire station building provided met
our budgetary needs perfectly and was installed
and dismantled very quickly, with minimum
disruption. During the whole process Aganto were
exemplary in terms of professionalism, quality,
care and attention. 
Mark Tribble, Project Surveyor, 
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service

TEMPORARY BUILDING SPECIALISTS
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Call us today on 01635 202 979 to discuss your project in
more detail and the following key areas we can manage
on your behalf: 
� Providing a free, no-obligation site survey and consultation. 

� Visiting some example buildings in operation.

� Providing as much or as little support documentation
your project dictates. 

� Certificates and calculations for all structural and safety
standards. 

� Providing a planning service if your project needs it. 

� Written commitment to our service levels. 

� Regular and open communication at every stage of your
building project. 

� Meticulous health & safety documentation and standards. 

� Ongoing ad-hoc or tailored maintenance programmes. 

What to do NEXT?

I have worked with Aganto on a number 
of projects and have no hesitation in
recommending the Aganto buildings in
terms of stability, durability and quality.
Jason Allen, Project Manager, 
Strategic Projects Division, 
Thomas Vale Construction PLC 

TEMPORARY BUILDING SPECIALISTS

Fast, Cost-Effective Industrial Buildings for Hire or Sale

� Hire contracts – for minimal commitment and investment.

� Purchase options – for longer-term needs with a buy back.

� No foundations – we can build directly onto existing hard surfaces in less than a week.

� Aluminium frame with a ten year guarantee – combining lightweight flexibility with
quality and longevity. 

� Buildings conform to British Standards for structural integrity (BS6399) – ensuring the
required safety standards are met for UK snow and wind loadings. 

� Unlimited length in 5m bays, eave heights up to 6m and widths from 5m to 30m in 5m
modules – providing a solution for everyone. 

� Varying levels of insulated cladding ranging from canopies through to temperature
controlled and chilled environments – guaranteeing a solution for everything. 

� Buildings can be linked together or to existing structures – creating larger spaces and
covered access to and from existing facilities. 

� Fully relocatable – meaning other company sites or locations can benefit in the same or
alternative ways. 

� Recycled and recyclable materials used – creating a lower environmental impact than
other structures. 

� Evidence and experience – visit one of our showcase buildings to see a fully operational
facility or look on the Aganto website to read one of our many case studies and testimonials. 

� Specialist service and building solutions – you tell us what you want and we will deliver
exactly what you need.

Summary of BENEFITS AND FEATURES
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CANOPY RANGE 
Our canopy structures are an
extremely quick and cost-effective
way of protecting goods, materials and
loading operations from the weather.

PROTECT RANGE 
When goods, equipment or activities
don’t require a temperature controlled
environment, the Aganto Protect 
is a fast, effective and economical
building solution.

INSULATE RANGE 
For more sensitive storage applications
or operations, the Aganto Insulate will
control temperature, minimise
condensation, reduce structural noise
and decrease heating or cooling costs. 

ALUMINIUM FRAMED INDUSTRIAL
BUILDINGS for hire or sale UK wide 

For more information or to learn about our FREE SITE SURVEYS call 01635 202 979 or visit www.aganto.co.uk

THE EASY WAY TO GET MORE SPACE

TEMPORARY BUILDING SPECIALISTS

CONSTRUCTION 
Aganto buildings are transported, installed and dismantled by our own Site Managers and can be anchored down to existing
hard standing without needing any ground-works – creating additional space in days. 

� PVC Roof � PVC Thermo Roof � Steel Cladding � Polymer Composite
Insulated Walling

� Insulated Steel
Sandwich Walling

ROOF AND WALL SYSTEMS

� Roller Shutter � Speed � Sliding � Pedestrian � Glazed

ACCESS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS INCLUDE: 
� Lighting          �   Windows          �   Flooring          �   Guttering          �   Temperature control          �   Power distribution

More wall and door options are available, please discuss with your project manager.
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QUALITY STANDARDS 
� Strong and durable industrial aluminium

frame with a ten year guarantee.

� Snow and wind loadings to BS6399.

� All roof, wall and floor systems conform
to British Fire & Safety Codes.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
� Installed in days by anchoring down to

existing hard standing.

� Easily installed, dismantled, modified 
or relocated.

� Coloured roof and wall options. 

� Buildings can be linked together or
linked to existing structures.

� Maintenance packages available, plus
24 hour emergency call out.

� PVC and Thermo Roof provides high
degree of natural light.

� Bespoke sizes available on request.

ENVIRONMENT 
� Our temporary buildings have a high level

of reusability and recycling properties.

� Aluminium is one of the most 
cost-effective materials to recycle and
can be recycled indefinitely; a process
that requires minimal energy and
creates minimal CO2 emissions.

� The Polymer Composite Walling is
100% recycled and recyclable.

� We are keen to play a part in protecting
the environment and have a commitment
to operate a green policy.

15 METRES WIDE

Head Office
Red Shute Mill
Red Shute Hill
Hermitage, Berkshire
RG18 9QL 

Tel: +44 (0)1635 202 979
Fax: +44 (0)1635 200 546
Email: info@aganto.co.uk
Web: www.aganto.co.uk



Head Office
Red Shute Mill
Red Shute Hill
Hermitage, Berkshire
RG18 9QL 

Northern Office
Unit 5
Netherset Lane Industrial Estate
Madeley, Crewe, Cheshire
CW3 9PE

TEMPORARY BUILDING SPECIALISTS

www.aganto.co.uk

Warehousing 
& Storage

Retail Recreation

Logistics

Classrooms

Workshops Recycling

Public Sector

Temporary Building Solutions for

Tel: +44 (0)1635 202 979   Fax: +44 (0)1635 200 546   Email: info@aganto.co.uk


